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Rental Units

ket housing forms which are urgently needed, but

Approximately 1/3 of the units shall be rental

are not allowed under the current zoning. Our pro-

units mostly of a size which are rarely built any

posal will, therefore, be based on the transfer of

longer as rental units, namely either small studio

allowed floor space ratios (FSR) rather than a sim-

or 1-bedroom units, or 3- or 4-bedroom units. The

ple unit count. This is necessary to allow alterna-

intent is to provide housing for single people, or

tive housing forms which would not be affordable

families with children, with modest incomes, a

if restricted to single-family detached homes.

kind of housing which is rare on Bowen Island.
Most rental units would be designed and built to

Infrastructure in Snug Cove

be pet friendly and pet tolerant. Many elderly sin-

We have confirmed to the Municipality our

gle people want and need pets for their emotional

willingness to help in the construction of part or all

and physical well being. And the same is true for

of the sewer collection trunk from the bottom of

families with young children who deserve to own a

Parkview Slopes to Mount Gardner Road, with an

pet if they want to.

extension west to a pump station at elevation bottom, and east to the next existing connection in

Live/Work Spaces
Approximately 1/3 of the units shall be a small
cluster of live/work spaces. They shall have workshops downstairs and small studio-like apartments
with some common space upstairs, for young and/
or single trades people who otherwise could not
afford to live on Bowen Island.

front of Bowen Island Community School. The system could then be extended further northward to
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provide sewer hookup for Miller Road and the
Abbeyfield development. The funding for the construction could be shared between Bowen Island
Municipality and us (and potentially other users if
so desired by the Municipality), or we could provide the necessary up-front funding, subject to cus-

Please note that the final mix may not be exactly
1/3, 1/3, 1/3 — however, the intent is to create a
healthy mix of the above three housing forms.
Institutional
It is also proposed that the rezoning of Parkview Slopes include an area for institutional uses,
especially a place for life long learning of arts,
crafts, and life skills. This area will include the current Tir-na-nOg Theatre School building and some
of the surrounding lands.

tomary cost sharing formulas and latecomer agreements.
The reasons for our offer to assist the Municipality in the construction of necessary infrastructure are twofold. First, we hope that our offer to
assist in the provision of infrastructure works will
be regarded as an “amenity” in support of our
application. Second, the provision of needed infrastructure works may enable the Municipality to
undertake construction of a recreation/community
centre parallel to, or closely following, the first con-

Receiving Lands at Cowan Point

struction on Parkview Slopes. After all, we con-

The receiving lands on Cowan Point shall use

sider a recreation/community centre is as impor-

the transferred density to provide alternative mar-

tant as affordable housing and local employment.
Visual Concept — Lane on Parkview Slopes
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Amenities

1988 to 1999
After the demise of the Union Steamship Com-

• Dedication of almost 50 acres of land for pas-

Village Square at the intersection of Dorman
Road and Bowen Island Trunk Road has been com-

pany, ownership of District Lot 489 changed

sive park — the remainder of District Lot 489,

pleted. It has five buildings with 18 commercial

repeatedly until 1988 when the present owners

the remainder of Lot 3 (D.L. 1347), and Lots 2

tenants (a pharmacy, post office, Sushi take-out, pet

quently sold by the Crown to Royal City Planing

acquired District Lot 489 (220 acres), and shortly

and 4 (LMP49266A) near Terminal Creek;

supplies store, book and toy store, video store, bak-

Mills from New Westminster as timber land.

thereafter adjacent Lot 3, District Lot 1347 (40

The First 100 Years
District Lot 489 was created in 1884 and subse-

In the period between 1910 and 1913 District
Lot 489 was sold to Terminal Steamship, which
was owned by the brothers Jack and John Cates.

acres), with the intention of developing what has
since become known as “Cates Hill.”
Between 1988 and 1999 approximately 30 lots

• Dedication of Lot 6 (LMP44190) for a
neighbourhood park (2.5 acres);

ery, whole foods market, coffee cafe, mini-storage,
real estate offices, hair dresser, doctor’s office, spa,
local newspaper office) and

• Covenants to restrict over
21 acres for nature conser-

15 one- and two-bedroom
residential suites.

They also owned the land surrounding Killarney

(minimum average size of 2.5 acres) in the south-

vancy or green belts;

Lake and an additional 300 acres. The Cates broth-

west part of Cates Hill were developed and sold.

• Upgrade of the Snug

ers began to develop their land holdings into a

These lots are accessed by Cates Hill Road and

Cove Sewage Treatment

educational middle school,

resort operation.

Berry Road.

Plant to secondary treat-

and a church were con-

ment;

structed in the area of Carter

During the same period,
Photo courtesy of Bowen Island Historians

four different comprehensive
plans were proposed to the
Islands Trust, the agency which

The Union Steamship expanded their holdings

ings were constructed above

• Zoning of land for institu-

Village Square to house 12

Bowen Island prior to the island

independent school and a

residential tenants in a mix of

becoming a Municipality.

church;

one-, two-, and four-bedroom
suites, with rents subsidized

• A covenant to restrict the

was finally approved in June

rate of occupancy to not

15% below the CMHC aver-

1999 (Bowen Island Local Trust

more than 10 residential

age for Metropolitan Vancou-

Committee Bylaws No. 155 and

market dwellings per year on the hillside facing

ver. Shortly thereafter the nearby building which is

No. 156).

east (now known as Cates Hill Village);

rented by Bowen Island Municipality was

Comprehensive Zoning and Amenities
The comprehensive zoning for Cates Hill

• A plan for an extensive trail network;

expanded to provide space needed by Municipal

• Provision of 12 rental housing units at 15%

staff.

below market rates.

ing east (now known as Cates Hill Village), and 24

180 cottages, a hotel, camp grounds, etc. The high-

lots on the hillside facing northeast (now known as

est number of visitors to the Union Steamship

Parkview Slopes).
The comprehensive zoning included the follow-

In 2002 Rivendell Retreat was constructed at the
top of Cates Hill.

included the creation of 82 lots on the hillside fac-

during the next 20 years with a total buildout of

Resort was in the late 1940s with visits exceeding

In 2002-2003 three build-

school and for a library,
tional uses such as an

The Cates brothers subsequently sold District
Union Steamship Company in 1920.

Road.

• Gifting of land for a pre-

provided planning services to

A comprehensive zoning

Lot 489 and other land holdings on Bowen to the

In 1999 a preschool, a co-

The Last 10 Years
Ever since the rezoning was finalized in 1999,
Cates Hill has been evolving into the “village” it
was envisioned to be.

In 2005 a building for use by Tir-na-nOg Theatre School was constructed on the property below
Rivendell Retreat.
Cates Hill is a mix of residential homes, com-

100,000 per year. After that, the Union Steamship

ing amenities to the community (you can see the

To date 82 residential lots in three phases of

holdings slowly went into decline, and the opera-

location of several of these amenities on the Land

Cates Hill Village have been developed. Since 1999,

church, retreat centre, theatre school, park areas,

tion of the resort started to deteriorate.

Use Information Plan on pages 4 and 5).

61 houses have been built in Cates Hill Village.

green belts, and trails, all at the edge of Snug Cove.

mercial/apartment complex, rental suites, schools,

(continued on page 6)
Note: Facts regarding the early history of Cates Hill are taken from Bowen Island: 1872-1972 by Irene Howard (Bowen Island Historians, 1973).
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denotes conceptual trail location
denotes areas dedicated as park
denotes areas covenanted for nature
conservancy or green belts
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WHAT LIES AHEAD?
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schools, local shopping, and the future Municipal

Why this rezoning application?
To be very blunt, we want to find out whether

recreation/community centre will allow develop-

without support of substantial public subsidies,

ment concepts with an emphasis on public transit

non-market housing can only be created on lands

versus private car ownership.

of low value to

the publicly stated goal of sustainability on Bowen
Current Zoning

Island is for real and is taken seriously, or if it is

Currently the Parkview Slopes area of ±20 acres

just nice sounding talk to avoid the decisions

is zoned for 23 to 24 single-family residential lots.

needed to make it become reality.

We want to find out whether such zoning for this
very special location within the

Sustainability
What does the planning term
“sustainability” actually mean?
Most commonly, it is described as a
three-legged stool. Each leg represents one of three fundamental ele-

“Our proposal is
that the density for
residential market
housing be

ments: environmental, economic,

transferred from the

and social well being. We see our

Parkview Slopes

rezoning application only as a first
step toward the potential achieve-

It is a regrettable, but undeniable, fact that,

lands on Cates Hill to

Micro Homes on Lease Lots
Approximately 1/3 of the units shall be clustered in a small “cottage court” which is composed
of cottage-style

keep the costs of

Garage or
Studio

“micro homes,”

residency and alter-

Laneway

750 to 1,100 square

native uses at an
affordable level. We
hope that the trans-

Rental Suite (Studio)
Stairs to suite (not shown)

Sun Terrace

Simple Roof Lines

Kitchen
Garden
Lawn

Porch
Water
Feature

fer of market hous-

feet in size, on
compact lease lots.
The lease will follow a traditional

Snug Cove area is still the pre-

ing density from

Fireplace

ferred public choice over a diversi-

Parkview Slopes to

Courtyard

fied live/work community with

Cowan Point will

alternative housing as was pro-

achieve a residual

posed in our previous comprehen-

land value at Parkview Slopes which will be mod-

term will be for 99 years. The lease payments will

sive plan (but was rejected in the

est enough to allow the construction and develop-

be modest and payable quarterly or semi-annually

earlier comprehensive zoning).

ment of affordable

over the period of

housing and the

the lease, instead

What is the rationale for the pro-

creation of work

of payable up

posal?

places to provide

front as in many

Concept
— Micro Home - Leasehold Lot
Micro Home - Fourplex (Character
Sketch)

concept used in
many European
countries for hundreds of years. The

ment of some initial sustainability

the Seymour Landing

on Bowen Island. The focus of our

lands of Cowan

Bowen Island’s Official Com-

local employment.

locally known

application is particularly on local

Point.”

munity Plan contemplates the pos-

For our own finan-

land leases.

sibility of transfer of density

cial considerations,

Increases in lease

we have to assume

payments over the

that the loss of mar-

term of the lease

employment and diversity of housing forms to retain and foster a healthy diversity in
Bowen’s social fabric (i.e. age, lifestyle, income,

between properties.
Our proposal is that the density for residential

shall not be based

family status), while at the same time maintaining

market housing be transferred from the Parkview

ket housing on

sound environmental principles and practices.

Slopes lands on Cates Hill to the Seymour Landing

Cates Hill will be

lands of Cowan Point. Because the area of Cowan

offset by a gain in density at Cowan Point for the

land value, but only on the cost of living index.

Past Planning Efforts

Point is large relative to the number of allowed res-

creation of alternative market (and if allowed,

This avoids unstable and unpredictable increases

All past planning efforts regarding future land

idential units, the area has a vastly over-built infra-

some non-market) housing there.

in lease payments based on rising property values.

uses in the Snug Cove area have come to the same

structure (i.e. roads, water storage and distribution

conclusion, namely that the most appropriate and

system, water treatment plant, sewer collection/

What are the details related to the Parkview

single-person households, and households without

logical location on Bowen Island for the creation of

treatment/disposal system, single- and three-phase

Slopes rezoning application?

children, with modest incomes.

urgently needed non-market housing and local

hydro systems, etc.). This abundance of under-

employment is within the periphery of Snug Cove.

utilized infrastructure makes Cowan Point an ideal

the initial planning phase. However, the rough

The closeness to ferry links, public and private

recipient of transferred density.

concepts currently are as follows.

6

Concept — Micro Home - Fourplex

on increases in the

The “cottage court” would be ideally suited for

The details of the planning concepts are still in

The homes could be re-sold or left as an inheritance, same as with a fee simple home.
(continued on page 12)
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Cates Lane

Rivend

ell Dri
ve

Artisan
Square
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